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ISLAMIC MOVEMENTS IN ALGERIA AND THE STRATEGY OF VIOLENCE
Twenty years ago, Algeria was on its way to becoming the first democratic country in the middle east and Africa. The transition to a new era of freedom and tolerance seemed to be successful, and most of the Arab countries scorned the Algerian experience. The reason for that was the fear of the spread of this phenomenon to their countries. Algeria was seen as a part of a global process that was unstoppable and spreading across the region. The turn that events took reinforced the fear of following Algeria"s example. Algeria has been going through years of terror and sabotage that caused more than 150,000 deaths, over one million internally displaced persons and over 30 billion dollars in infrastructure and material damage. It is something unseen in contemporary history Terrorists targete offi ials se urity personnel journalists intelle tuals religious lergy oth Muslim an Christian foreigners an or inary itizens a ies, elderly persons, women and children. They destroyed schools, factories, public institutions, mosques, and even cemeteries.
The extreme violence that spread through the country for more than a decade, and damaged it for the future, left the international community skeptical about this experience and even wondering if Islam is compatible with democracy. The questions were where would this experiment lead? Did it have an obvious end point? Would this transition se ure Algeria"s emo rati future?
The dilemma of Islamism in the Arab countries has to be examined using a range of factors. The most important of all has no direct connection with the principles of Islam, but is more related to a local culture rooted deeply in Arab society. This difficulty is the resistance to peaceful change that is endemic in these countries. Leaders of the Islamic project have never been aware of the implication of the reforms they were claiming. If this project has to be applied it has to be embraced first by the entire society. Islamists are in a rush. They are not willing to wait for this end, and they have never accepted the notion that the process will take more time than they think they can afford. On the other side, the Arab states have not had the ability to accommodate the more dynamic forms of non-violent activism, and in particular, they have been unable to integrate a major Islamic movement into the formal political system.
Egypt has refused to legalize the Muslim Brothers, and Morocco has consistently refused to legalize the "Justice and Charity" movement. However, Algeria is the only Arab country that has legalized the Islamic parties in order to not exclude any citizen from enjoying his civil rights and to benefit from the savvy and knowledge of all the Algerian people The Algerian government allowe the "Islami Front of Salvation" well known as FIS to contest and win two elections, then decided that it could not cope with the consequences and took the critical decision to dissolve the party. The Algerian
Islamists missed a great opportunity to write an important page in modern history and to make their mark on the building of a new nation. Instead of this they could drive the country into unknown turmoil and bloody violence.
The Political Environment
Under pressure of Algerian street demonstrations and huge riots in October 1988, the Algerian president made important concessions in order to positively respond to the uprising. A new constitution that would facilitate political openness was adopted.
The constitution that was overwhelmingly accepted by voters allows multi-partisanism and guarantees freedom of expression. The main change was that the new constitution limits the role of the military to its military function and prohibits its interference in political life. It also concentrated more power in the hands of the parliament. The political changes in Algeria contributed to the evolution of political Islamic movements, and transformed them from the realm of advocacy and religious indoctrination, to test their own popular base to enable access to power. Due to the wide margins of political freedom available after Algeria turned to pluralism, Islamist have made efficient use of all means available to them, including the "religious discourse", to convince voters of the credibility of their electoral programs. Their undeclared objective was to seek to alter the foundations of the political system, which was "un-Islami " a or ing to their fatwa y using tools of emo ra y itself Ali Benha j the most extreme of the FIS leader, as reported y James D Le Sueur after the party"s victory in the first round of parliamentary elections, stated:
Democracy is one of the numerous nefarious intellectual innovations that obsess the minds of people. In 1987, the leader of the MAIA was killed by the security forces and the members of the group were prosecuted. 6 The rise of Islamic awakening was due to several factors at the international, 
Roots of Salafism and its Turning Points
The emergence of the Salafi concept goes back to the Sheikh of Islam Ibn Taymyah, the imminent scholar who endeavored to eradicating beliefs and customs that he held to be foreign to Islam, and to refresh correct Islamic thought and its related sciences. He is best known for issuing the Fatwa of Jihad against the Mongols in 1300.
He declared that Jihad upon the Mongols was not only permissible, but obligatory because they ruled using their traditional code rather than Islamic law (Sharia) despite the fact that they had converted to Islam. 9 Ibn Taymiyah did not invent the concept of Salafism, but the concept was started by the Prophet who said that people will want to add to Islam, and that these additions are evil and is rejected. In simple terms Salafism is the reversion to the roots of a pure and authentically correct Islamic beliefs and deeds. Ibn Taymiyah Muslims living in an underdeveloped country will no doubt feel that they are inferior to people living in a developed country. They will gradually realize that what separates people is not geographical distance, but distance of another nature. As a result of this inferiority, Muslims ascribe this distance to the field of objects. They see their situation as an abomination caused by lack of weapons, airplanes and tanks. Thus, their inferiority complex will lose its social effectiveness, leading only to pessimism on the psychological level. On the social level, it will lead to what we have elsewhere alle "tak is" (heaping-up). To turn this feeling into an effective driving-force, Muslims should ascribe their backwardness to the level of i eas not to that of "o je ts" for the evelopment of the new world depends increasingly on ideational and intellectual criteria. Leaders did not perceive the ideological force of Islam, their movement faile to restore Islam"s so ial fun tion The real pro lem was not how to teach the Muslims his faith, but how to restore its effectiveness and the so ial impa t of the faith In other wor s the pro lem is not proving Go "s existence to Muslims but how to make them sense that his existence fills up an in ivi ual"s soul as a sour e of energy 12
Malik Ben Nabi then criticized the present Muslim society and argued that this is The Khawarij were heterodox Muslims who appeared soon after the death of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) to claim that they alone were true elievers: all the other "so alle " Muslims were in fa t apostates who ha to be fought and killed. The similarities between these beliefs and those of the takfir declaring jihadis have been commented by other Muslims, and the accusation by Muslim experts that the Jihadis are Khawarij is common enough that the extremists have felt compelled to deny that they are anything like these heretics. This group has engaged in attacks on civilians to intimidate rival groups, including the Salvation Front and to embarrass the government by showing its inability to control the state. The group has carried out some operations outside Algeria like the hijacking of an "Air Fran e" aircraft in 1994. This group was involved in the bloody in 1997. The extreme brutality and the disregards of the basic Islamic rules of war have raised criticism from the Algerian society and the international community. As a result the Algerian government gained more support from the population and was able to isolate the group and eliminate most of its leader. Hassan Hattab one of the remaining leaders took the initiative, encouraged by the Al Qaeda network, and established an opposing group known as GSPC. 19 The Salafist Group for Preaching and Com at known y its Fren h name "Le Groupe Salfiste pour la pré ile tion et le Com at" an its a ronym "GSPC" e ame famous for its alliance to the international terrorist network Al Qaeda. The group was established in 1999 and adopted from the beginning a separated position from the GIA to break away from the massacres of GIA and give a better image of Jihad. It became later Al Qae a in the lan of Islami Maghre "AQIM" Although the GSPC shifte away from the GIA, its objectives coincided. Its strategy to overthrow the Algerian regime consisted primarily of using violence to mobilize the people and individuals to its cause. Armed groups targeted both security force members and civilians.
Terrorists attacked civilians whom they regarded as instruments of the State or whose lifestyles they considered in conflict with Islamic values. Sometimes they killed in the course of armed robberies or to enforce local protection rackets. Some terrorist bombings seemed intended only to create social disorder by causing a high number of civilian casualties without any apparent concern for the particular target. Increasingly armed groups killed large groups of civilians, including infants, often in apparent retaliation against villages or families that had ceased providing support to them. In September a number of teachers were murdered in front of their students. In September the terrorist Armed Islamic Group (GIA) issued an official communiqué in which it claimed responsibility for the ongoing violence, terming the massacres "an offering to God" and pledging to continue. Activists from several political parties, including the two legal Islamist opposition parties, were killed in 1997, as were cultural and media personalities such as a popular filmmaker and a television station employee.22
Kidnapping, Extortion and Racketeering returned from battle he told his followers, "We return from the lesser jihad (fight) to the greater jiha " The greater jihad is the more difficult and more important struggle against one's ego, selfishness, greed, and evil. 23 This Jihad is related to the everyday duties that Muslims should focus to build the civic society in to improve the economic, social and cultural domains. Marry R. Habeck gave a clear and concise description of Jihad:
Yet the way the radicals talk about Jihad does not fit within modern Islamic discourse about this sensitive duty. The general Islamic understanding of Jihad today is that is it consists of both an internal and external component. Believers are urged to strive for a deep faith and to control their desires, while seeking God and the good. This internal struggle is given priority, but there is also a vision of external struggle that includes striving to make society conform to Islamic norms of justice. Permission to fight is given to those who are fought against, because they have been wronged; and surely, Allah is Able to give them victory. Those who have been expelled from their homes unjustly only because they said: Our Lord is Allah.
26
The defensive nature of jihad is clearly emphasized in the Quran in the first verse that was revealed in connection with Jihad:
And fight in the way of God with those who fight you, but do not transgress limits, God does not love the aggressors. The role of the community, therefore, was strategically important in defeating terrorism, and such criminal acts have receded noticeably. Moreover, the use of suicide attacks by terrorist groups reveals the level of despair that they have reached in a country and a society that rejects violence and radicalism and that aspires for peace, modernity and democracy.
Conclusion
The Algerian experience in fighting terrorism has become a model that inspires many the world over. This is motivated by the fact that terrorism as a movement, an agenda or as an ideology has been defeated. This success was realized amidst western insensitivity to Algerian sufferings and indifference to Algeria's calls for international cooperation in curtailing the development of this pathological worldwide phenomenon. Endnotes
